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These are random thoughts & principles I use to build HEAD
TURNING BODIES for the guys I coach in my Online Personal Training
groups.
No order, No structure, No fluff...
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FINAL THOUGHTS
NOTICE
The information presented is not intended for the treatment or prevention of disease, nor
a substitute for medical treatment, nor as an alternative to medical advice.
This publication is presented for information purposes, to increase the public knowledge
of developments in the field of strength and conditioning. The advise outlined herein
should not be adopted without a consultation with your health professional.
Use of the information provided is at the sole choice and risk of the reader. You must
get your physician’s approval before beginning this or any other exercise or nutrition
program. This information is not a prescription. Consult your doctor, nutritionist or
dietician for further information.
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MUSCLE & STRENGTH
IN 60 MINUTES
You’re busy! Workouts don’t need to take all day.
Follow this format for time efficient muscle and strength building
workouts.
1. Compound strength exercise 1
2. Compound strength exercise 2
- Squats, Deadlift, Bench press, Pull-ups,
Shoulder press etc

- Any exercise you want here but ideally
same muscle groups as your first 2 exercises.
- Sets & reps 4x12 with less than 60s rest
between exercises

- Do these exercises with 3-5 sets of 3-6 reps 4a. Trunk exercise
with 3mins rest

4b. Trunk exercise

- Give your self 15 minutes to get each
exercise done

- Choose 1 hold (plank or leg hold variation)
& 1 dynamic (leg raise or rotation) 3 x 1min
- If they’re opposing muscle groups you or 15 reps with 30s rest
could even superset them!
- Allow 7.5mins to each of the super sets and
Follow these 2 exercises with 2 x supersets:- trunk exercises and you’re all done within an
hour!!

3a. Hypertrophy exercise
3b. Hypertrophy exercise

If you want to be a body builder or physique
model you might have to do a bit more
Want to look good with a busy lifestyle ?

4a. Hypertrophy exercise

Or pushed for time on your session?

4b. Hypertrophy exercise

This is a great option.

NAIL THE BASICS

SQUAT, DEADLIFT, PRESS & PULL...
ALSO UNILATERAL
The MOST important thing you should know about training.
K.I.S.S KEEP IT SIMPLE STUPID!
Adding cool variations to exercises is great I’d also recommend recording your lifts for
but my first piece of advise is always...
these exercises
Nail the basic movements!

Hit some 3-5 rep max tests

& by nail I mean perform them technically Once they’re recorded you need to set some
goals
well
& get super flipping strong in them!

Then train your ass off

Here’s what I class as the basics:

Retest at the end of your 4-8 week phase

Squat: Back, Front & Overhead

& smile with satisfaction at your progress!

Deadlift: Conventional, Sumo & Romanian
Press: Bench, Military & Close-grip
Pull: Pullups, Chin ups, Barbell & DB rows
Unilateral: Split-squat, DB press & Single arm
rows
Nail these.
Hit some heavy sets of 3-5 reps for strength
For volume & growth 6-15 reps.
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REAL,
RAW,TITLE
RELEVANT
SECTION
THE FEELING, THE CONFIDENCE
The FEELING

Main paragraph here
It’s not about the training

It’s never about the nutrition
It’s about the FEELING...
The feeling when someone notices the fat
lostof text start here
2you’ve
Columns
The feeling when the boys stop taking the
piss out your skinny arms
The feeling when you fill out your shirt and
walk into a room with presence
The feeling when you can see chicks checking you out when you take your shirt off
Unless you’re a performance athlete
It’s all about the FEELING!
When was the last time you had that feeling...?
If it’s not for a while then do something
about it!

The CONFIDENCE
”I’ll go to the grave thinking I can knock out
Mike Tyson
Cos if you haven’t got CONFIDENCE
you might as well be dead...”
I fucking love this quote
Forget the training
Forget the nutrition
It’s the FEELING
The CONFIDENCE
& using these things to change your life!
Building A HEAD TURNING BODY
to create the feeling & confidence
to allow you to DOMINATE whatever you
do...
Thats what what it’s all about

& when you do

& thats what I’m all about creating

Don’t focus on the training

Have a think

or the nutrition

DO you want that CONFIDENCE...!?

Focus on the FEELING!

FACE FEAR
Main paragraph here

I’M PROBABLY SCARED AT SOME
POINT EVERY DAMN DAY - TRUTH
2 Columns of text start here
Every time I’ve been scared in life
Walking straight towards it has given me
the best experiences
As scary as it is... doing what you’re afraid of
is often the best thing to do!

Getting jacked
Building confidence
Or maximising the opportunity you’ve got
I know how you feel

Fear is REAL

as I go through this every day
for myself

EMBRACE it

& the guys I work with

walk towards it

I KNOW HOW YOU FEEL

in-fact run towards it

FUCK FEAR & FACE IT

& take it head on

Whats your fear?

What are you scared of?

Whether it’s training related

I was scared of quitting the job & career I’d
taken 10 years to build

Work related

I was scared of having my heart operation
but both things have changed my perspective on life

Or just a general life issue
Go & take it head on
& learn to DOMINATE!

& helped provide me some LIFE CHANGING
experiences
is your life changing experience the other
side of your fear?
if it has anything to do with fitness, health &
nutrition
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SECRET STEPS

BUILD WITH ECCENTRICS

WAIT UNTIL YOU’RE HUNGRY TO EAT?

Muscle damage is higher during eccentric contractions (the lowering phase of a
That’s a bit like waiting until you’re
bicep curl or squat)

broke to start working...!!

It just doesn’t make sense!

If hypertrophys the goal then you can
look to focus on this part of the lift

Regular planned meals to fuel maxi- Use a heavy weight and lower for 3-5
mum performance & muscular growth! seconds. 8-12 rep sets.
Don’t find an excuse find an answer...!! All you need to do after is nail your post
AB...SOLUTE WASTE OF TIME!?

workout nutrition and let your body do
it’s job...

Does your nutrition match your goals?

WANT BIG LEGS!?

Want abs?

Finish your session with this mass
builder!
Walking Barbell lunges...!

Well you’re going to have to EAT for
them
Perfect exercise to finish your lowerbody
sessions pushing the quads and glutes

Which is POSSIBLY more important to the max!
than the training!
BODY FAT... DONT GUESS
If you’re not assessing it how do you
know you’re losing it!?

10 steps forward 10 steps back

FEEL THE SQUEEZE!

Squeeze those shoulder blades down &

together

The mirrors great but don’t rely on the
Do this on all row/pull exercises to really
scales..!
target the mid back area!

You could lose weight but if it’s muscle you’ve lost and not fat you’re going to look the same... If not worse!
Get your body fat % done to help you
work out if it’s fat or muscle you’re
losing!!

Here’s the process you should take
Set shoulders down & back > Squeeze >

Pull > Squeeze some more!

If you need to reduce the weight thats fine
just keep the reps high quality!

SECRET STEPS
DRINK MORE TO EAT MORE!
3-5 drinks of juice, sugared coffee or
fizzy is likely to add up to 300-500
calories a day!
What a waste of calories!

90% consistency will mean you can
have 2-3 ‘average’ meals a week
& still make solid progress.
NO EGO LIFTING!
I Love a heavy...ish seated row.

Replace these drinks with water allow- One of the only machines I use.
ing you to EAT MORE!!
Pulling decent weight’s a great feeling
MASS DEVELOPMENT FOR LAGGING
Barbell rows are another favourite
BODY PARTS
Start hitting these muscles twice a
week... Or even more!
Increasing the volume of stress to the
muscle will help it grow.
A PUSH - PULL - LEGS - REST & repeat
split will work well here.

Pet hate though...
CRAP form on these exercises!
You know when the whole body is
used to shift the weight with a huge
back lean...
And the elbows hardly even bend...

This will be good for some and maybe
And the handles get nowhere near
not great for others.
the body...
If you always leave 7 days between
For god sakes just STOP!
sessions an adjustment like this is
worth trying.
Leave the ego at the door
More work, more stress, more
Lower the weight
GROWTH!
CONSISTENCY
& build some muscle!
Be consistent 90% of the time
3-5 meals a day is a weekly total of 2135
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FINAL THOUGHTS
NO PUNCHES PULLED NO APOLOGIES GIVEN
LUCK - NO SUCH THING

GROW A PAIR
Get some WILLPOWER!!
Let’s be honest you either want it

Yeah cos head turning bodies grow on
trees

or you don’t!?

& Pro contracts are selected on a coin
toss

With a little effort and time

No!!

you can make some BIG differences

Try a bit of hard work & consistency!

but ultimately it’s down to you

Some people just don’t understand
the meaning of this word

No one else is going to do it for you
Fuck no one else even cares
& thats the truth
Life is a 1 man war
Look in the mirror & see who you’re
fighting with
Then make a decision

Being born in the UK is luck
& not some war torn nation
Building a HEAD TURNING BODY
Has absolutely nothing to do with
luck
If you feel you need some
Go & make you’re own

and decide what the hell you do from
There is NO other way
here!

BONUS: CLICK for FREE Bicep &
Chest Video Training Session
Now go & DOMINATE...

Marcus
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